
Science English Mathematics

In science this term we will learning about sound.  

We will identify how sounds are made, recognizing 

that the vibrations from sounds travel through a 

medium to the ear.    We will study the different 

pitches of sound that are created by different 

objects, and the relationship between volume and 

the strength of the vibrations that produced it.

In English we will be sharing our whole class book 

based, Empire's End, which follows the journey of a 

young girl through the different countries in the 

empire.  We will also be reading a range of texts, 

both fiction and non-fiction to develop our 

understanding of the history of this period, but also 

genre and grammar.  

We will be focusing this term on addition and 

subtraction.

We will be ensuring a solid foundation of number sense 

and fluency in key number facts.

We will be using our growing sence of number to 

manipulate larger numbers when adding and subtracting 

to increase our speed and accuracy with these 

operations.  We will be learning / consolidating our use 

of column method.

Humanities Art and DT

In history we will be looking at the Romans, their 

origins, geography, the rise and demise of their 

empire and, in particular, how the Roman empire 

affected life in Britain during its time here.  We will 

use a range of resources, including books, online 

materials and a school visit to deepen and extend 

our understanding.

In art we will be using a range of drawing and painting 

techniques to create images similar to those painted as 

frescoes on the walls of Roman buildings.                                                                     

In DT we will be designing, making and evaluating simple 

catapults similar to those used by the Romans.

PE and Games RE and RSHE Computing

In PE we will be focusing on invasion games, team 

skills, ball skills and hand eye co-ordination.  We 

will do this through a range of skills based activities 

and team games.

In RSHE this term we will talking about Celebrating 

Difference.  We will be thinking about how each and 

every one of us is an invididual and understanding 

how difference can sometimes cause conflict and 

how to deal with this.                                                                 

In RE this term we will be studying Judaism, 

answering the question "How do festivals and family 

life show what matters to Jewish people?

In computing this term we will be learning about simple 

programming skills using the Scratch platform.   We will 

be learing how to structure and debug simple programs 

that allow us to create moving images and simple games.
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